C U R AT O R ’S C H O I C E

Atelier
Richard Tullis
A printmaker and
painter who shares his art.
BY JA N E ELLISO N

“W H EN TH E MO BILE ABO VE YO UR C RIB IS AN O RIG IN AL CALD ER, YO U G RO W UP

knowing something about making art,” Richard Tullis reflects. That knowledge and
the fulfillment it brings is the inspiration behind the unique art produced at the widely recognized Atelier Richard Tullis. It’s clear watching him in the studio and listening as he describes what happens there, that making art has never lost its excitement.
It’s an excitement that’s infectious as you step from the barren parking lot along Calle
César Chávez into the studio’s soaring space. The quality and quantity of the abstract,
representative and conceptual works resulting from Tullis’ collaborations over the
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C U R AT O R ’S C H O I C E
FAR LEFT : Lawrence G ipe, 2000, oil on
Tullis paper. LEFT: John Walker, 1999, oil on
Tullis paper. BELO W: Shirley Kaneda, 1997,
unique work on Tullis paper.

that remind you of your favorite hardware
store—from pieces of metal and wood to
rollers, squeegees and chisels—are here for
the taking. Add to these traditional artists’
oil color, pastels and pencils and you have
what Tullis describes as his “well-stocked
pantry for artists.” This “pantry” also includes a platen press and a gigantic offset
press capable of printing images to 4’ x 7’
retrofitted for artists’ use. In its former life
the press was used to print specifications
for the B-29 bomber during WWII.
With this dizzying array of tools, artists
are inspired to move beyond the limits of

H is passion comes from a lifelong exposure to art as the son of renowned printmaker, G arner Tullis.
past 20 years is nothing short of astounding.
Artists come from all over the world to
work here. A few are students; most are
established. They all share a common
interest in exploring new avenues of
expression. Although his own training is in
photography and ceramic sculpture, Tullis
most often invites painters into the studio
whose works have caught his attention.
“I’ve pretty well edited before the
artist arrives,” he reveals, “although there
are no predetermined outcomes because
the process invites spontaneity.”
Tullis describes himself as more facilitator than collaborator. “Artists m ay
rediscover aspects of their previous work
or be introduced to materials that inspire
them to move in entirely new directions,” he notes. “They’re passionate
about the work and I allow them the
freedom to experiment by lending support through my expertise in techniques,
processes and materials. I’m also curator,
photographer and chief cook and bottle
washer—the ultimate studio assistant,”
he laughs. “While here, the artist is the
most important person, whether it’s the
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supplies provided, music selected or the
meals prepared,” he continues.
“Richard provides a real service to
Santa Barbara, bringing internationally
known artists here and infusing the community with the larger contemporary art
scene,” notes Meg Linton, executive director of the Contemporary Arts Forum.
“Best of all, it’s a working studio that’s
open to the public, providing firsthand
knowledge of art making,” she adds. “I’ve
never known another atelier like it;
Richard is unique in the art world.”
Among the artists who recently have
been privileged to be in residence are Los
Angeles painter, Lawrence G ipe, whose
work is represented locally in the collections of the Santa Barbara Museum of Art
and The Norton Simon Museum; and Per
Kirkeby, internationally acclaimed Danish
painter, sculptor and poet. O ther artists
working with Tullis have included painters
Lawrence Carroll, D avid Florimbi, Nancy
Haynes, Roger Herman, Shirley Kaneda, as
well as Santa Barbara landscape painter
and UCSB alum, Nicole Strasburg.
Huge tables combined with supplies

the presses and create unique works on
paper that defy the conventional idea of
printmaking. While one may be satisfied
with the printed surface, another may
work the surface with additional paint
and graphite, blurring the line between
printmaking, painting and drawing. New
York artist, Jacqueline H umphries, has
said of her experience at Atelier Richard
Tullis, “…it’s not drawing, not prints and
not painting. For me, it is a very fertile
way of working, very process-oriented.”

Tullis’ passion for the work comes from
a lifelong exposure to art as the son of
renowned printmaker, G arner Tullis. As
an apprentice at his father’s International
Institute of Experimental Printmaking he
played a supporting role to such luminaries as Sam Francis, Richard D iebenkorn and Louise Nevelson. “There aren’t
m any people who could claim they
cleaned plates and brushes for Sam Francis,” he boasts. By 10 years of age he was
learning the art of papermaking and running presses. Today the distinctive Tullis
paper is available only in his studio.
H is education in the arts continued
during four years at The Principia in St.
Louis as a student in photography.
Another four years studying photography
and ceramic sculpture followed at Cal
State, H umbolt and UC D avis.
H e returned to work in his father’s
studio, ultim ately m oving to Santa
Barbara in 1985, when G arner asked him
to set up the G arner Tullis Workshop
here. It was renamed Atelier Richard
Tullis after he acquired it in 1992, serving
notice of his independent vision.
“Working side by side with artists is a
rare calling, definitely a job for the young
and energetic,” notes Santa Barbara artist
and printmaker, Elaine Le Vasseur. “Richard has determination, courage and above
all, good taste. That explains why his work
is so respected. H e carries on a 500-yearold tradition without any hype; it’s the
real thing.” ❖
Jane Ellison is a frequent contributor to
Santa Barbara Magazine.
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Correction In his Spring 2001 article
on the Oak Group, D.J. Palladino inadvertently left Erika Edwards’ name off the roll
call of the original seven artists who
formed the group’s core. The error is more
regrettable since it is well-known that
Edwards’ association with these artists
predated the Oak Group’s origin.
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